
Entropy, Martingales and Finance

18.600 Problem Set 10, due May 12

Welcome to your tenth 18.600 problem set! We’ll be thinking a bit about the efficient
market hypothesis, risk neutral probability, martingales, and the optional stopping theorem.
These ideas are commonly applied to financial markets and prediction markets, but they come
up in many other settings as well. Indeed, if X is any random variable with finite expectation,
then as one observes more and more information, one’s revised conditional expectation for X
evolves as a martingale, and the optional stopping theorem applies to the sequence of revised
expectations.

Suppose that you know you have an exactly 2−10 = 1/1024 chance of dying during the next
12 months. (You can see at https://www.ssa.gov/oact/STATS/table4c6.html what fraction
of US men and women your age die during a given year; the 1/1024 figure is way too high for
women but actually a little low for men.) Now which would you prefer?

1. If you die, it happens a random time during the year (no knowledge in advance).

2. You witness the outcome of one coin toss every month over the course of ten months, and
you die at the end of the year if all are heads.

3. All coins are tossed at once at the end of the year, and you die if they are all heads.

If you choose the second option, your conditional probability of dying that year will evolve as a
martingale (starting at 1/1024, then jumping to 0 or 1/512, then jumping to 0 or 1/256, etc.) If
you choose the third option, there is a single jump (from 1/1024 to either 1 or 0) that happens
all at once. This choice posed here may seem morbid, but in fact real life poses frequent analogs
of this question (involving early cancer diagnoses, mammograms, genetic tests, etc.) and the
answers are not easy. How much information about our revised chances do we really want to
have? How do we respond emotionally to martingale ups and downs? How do we react when
the first six tosses are heads one year, and the future is suddenly scarier?

Any fan of action movies knows that the heroes frequently face circumstances where (based
on non-movie logic) the conditional probability that they survive the adventure appears very
low. (C3PO: Sir, the possibility of successfully navigating an asteroid field is approximately
3,720 to 1.) This (sequentially revised) conditional probability is like a martingale that gets
very close to zero, then somehow comes back to a moderate value, then gets close to zero again,
then returns to moderate, then gets extremely close to zero in a big climactic scene, and then
somehow gets back to one. This behavior is unlikely for actual martingales. But nobody argues
that the stories that get made into movies (fictional or otherwise) are typical. We like to tell
the stories with close calls and happy endings, even if most stories aren’t like that.

This problem set also features problems about entropy, an extremely important concept in
(for example) statistical physics, information theory, and data compression.

Please stop by my weekly office hours (2-249, Wednesday 3 to 5) for discussion.
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A. FROM TEXTBOOK CHAPTER NINE:

1. Problem/Theoretical Exercise 13: Prove that if X can take on any of n possible values
with respective probabilities P1, . . . , Pn, then H(X) is maximized when
Pi = 1/n, i = 1, . . . , n. What is H(X) equal to in this case?

2. Problem/Theoretical Exercise 15: A coin having probability p = 2/3 of coming up heads
is flipped 6 times. Compute the entropy of the outcome of this experiment. (An
“outcome” is a full toss sequence, e.g., {H,T, T, T,H,H}.)

3. Problem/Theoretical Exercise 17: Show that, for any discrete random variable X and
function f ,

H(f(X)) ≤ H(X).

B. Relative entropy and world view: Suppose that there are n possible outcomes of an
athletic tournament. I assign probabilities p1, p2, . . . , pn to these outcomes and you assign
probabilities q1, q2, . . . , qn to the same outcomes. If the ith outcome occurs and pi > qi then I
will interpret this as evidence that my probability estimates are better than yours, and that
perhaps I am smarter than you. In short, I will feel smug. Suppose that my precise smugness
level in this situation is log(pi/qi). Then before the event occurs, my expected smugness level is∑
pi log(pi/qi).

(a) Show that my expected smugness level is always non-negative, and that it is zero if and
only if pi = qi for all i. (Hint: use some calculus to find the vector (q1, q2, . . . , qn) that
minimizes my expected smugness level. This is rather like Problem A.1 above.)

(b) Suppose that if outcome i occurs, your smugness level is log(qi/pi), so that your
expected smugness level is

∑
qi log(qi/pi). We agree a priori that our combined

smugness level will be zero no matter what (your smugness is by definition negative one
times my smugness). However, you expect your smugness level to be positive (and mine
to be negative) while I expect my smugness level to be positive (and yours to be
negative). Try your best to give a short intuitive explanation for why that is the case.

(c) Look up the term relative entropy and explain what it has to do expected smugness.

Remark: I expect an infinite amount of smugness if I assign positive probability to things
that you assign zero probability. We sometimes say our probability distributions are singular
when this is the case. As a practical matter in politics, it might be a bad thing if my professed
probability distribution is close to singular with respect to yours on some of the great
unknowns (e.g., likelihood that certain tax cuts help the economy or that certain public
investments provide net benefits or that some religious or philosophical ideas are true). The
discrepancies might make it hard for us to find any common political ground, even if we are
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both utilitarians seeking the greater good. On the other hand, discrepancies are
betting/trading opportunities. If our probability differences are real (and not political
smokescreen) perhaps we can make a policy bet in the form of a policy that funds your
priorities if your predictions pan out and my priorities if my predictions pan out.

Remark: The Smugness Game is played as follows. You specify a vector q, I specify p, and
when the ith outcome occurs you pay me log(pi/qi), which is equivalent to me paying you
log(qi/pi). You can check that no matter what p I choose, if you know the “true probability
vector” you maximize your expected payout by choosing that for q. Both players are
incentivized to give their best probability assessments. Some people would like to see weather
prediction and political prediction teams challenge each other to play this game.

C. Solve the following problems:

1. Suppose Harriet has 15 dollars. Her plan is to make one dollar bets on fair coin tosses
until her wealth reaches either 0 or 50, and then to go home. What is the expected
amount of money that Harriet will have when she goes home? What is the probability
that she will have 50 when she goes home?

2. Harriet uses the phrase “I think A” in a precise way. It means “the probability of the
event A, conditioned on what I know now, is at least .5”. Which of the following
statements is true:

(a) Harriet thinks she will lose.

(b) Harriet thinks that there will be a time when she thinks she will win.

(c) Harriet thinks that her amount of money will reach 20 and subsequently reach 10
before the game is over.

D. Complete the derivation of the Black-Scholes formula for European call options, as outlined
in the lecture slides, by explicitly computing

E[g(eN )]e−rT ,

where N is a normal random variable with mean µ = logX0 + (r − σ2/2)T and
g(x) = max{0, x−K}.

E. David Aldous of UC Berkeley devised and told me about the following problem. How many
people in a given US presidential election cycle do we expect to have their probability of
becoming president at some point exceed 10 percent? In other words, if we look at those
prediction market charts (and pretend the plots are true continuous martingales) how many
candidates do we expect will have their number at some point exceed 10 percent? Let’s
consider two ways to approach this problem. (Note: if a continuous martingale like Brownian
motion is below .1 at one time .1 and above .1 at a later time, then it must pass through .1 at
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some intermediate time. If you want to avoid thinking about continuous-time martingales, just
consider a discrete-time martingale with tiny increments that has this property.)

(a) Assume that at some point (well before the election) every person in the world has some
small probability p to become president. The ith person has probability pi and

∑
pi = 1.

Assume that the ith person’s probability evolves as a continuous martingale; then it has
a pi/.1 = 10pi chance to reach ten percent in the prediction markets at some time. Sum
over i to get an overall expected number of people who reach this threshold.

(b) Imagine a gambler who adopts the following strategy. Whenever a candidate reaches 10
percent, the gambler buys a contract on that candidate for $10 (which will pay $100 if
the candidate wins) and holds it until the end of the election. Then at the end of the
election the gambler is certain to receive $100 (since the gambler will have purchased a
contract on the winner at the first time the winner’s price reached $10). Argue that by
the optional stopping theorem, the gambler makes zero money in expectation. So the
expected amount of money spent on contracts must be $100.

Here is a variant. Suppose there is a .85 chance you will get married eventually (at least once).
Imagine that aliens watching your life from afar are placing bets on who your first spouse will
be, and that contract prices evolve as continuous martingales. Call somebody an “almost first
spouse” if at some point the market probability that this person is your first spouse exceeds .5.

(c) Assuming continuity of martingales, how many almost first spouses do you expect to
have over your lifetime?

(d) Call a person a “serious contender” if their probability exceeds .1 at some point. How
many serious contenders do you expect to have?

Remark: Does it seem a little strange that somebody who doesn’t know your romantic
history at all could make what appear to be substantive probabilistic assessments about your
future love life? Also, did I need to bring aliens into this story? Could it be your friends or
parents, or maybe you yourself, assessing these probabilities?

Remark: Note: though I have no data on this, I have heard it argued that people in
relationships are irrational, because their subjective relationship-viability estimates fluctuate
more than martingale theory predicts. If your estimate of the probability you will marry your
current significant other regularly alternates between over .8 and below .2, and you expect this
to happen several more times, then your evolving subjective probability estimates will not
(according your current subjective probability) evolve as a martingale. This puts you in
violation of economic rationality assumptions. Assuming rationality/consistency, the
probability measure you assign to your own future revised-probability trajectory should make
it a martingale. A one-step example of a violation: “Today I think there is an 80 percent
chance we’ll marry some time in 2018, but my expectation of what my probability will be after
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tomorrow’s date is 90 percent.” Of course, none of us is actually fully rational in the sense of
having consistent and well defined probabilities for all future outcomes.

F. Imagine that at this particular moment on the currency market, one dollar has the same
value as one euro. Let R be the event that (at some time during the next year) the euro rises
in value relative to the dollar, so that the euro becomes worth two dollars. Let Pd be the cost,
in dollars, of a contract that gives you one dollar if and when the event R occurs. Let Pe be
the cost, in euros, of a contract that gives you one euro if and when event R occurs. Argue
that one should expect Pe = 2Pd.

Remark: Assuming no interest, you can interpret Pd as the risk neutral probability of R
(using dollars as the numéraire), but you can also interpret Pe as the risk neutral probability
of R (using euros as the numéraire). This should convince you that the risk neutral probability
of R cannot always be interpreted as a “general consensus of the subjective probability that R
will occur”. (That interpretation is only reasonably if the value of money does not depend on
whether R occurs.) In October of 2016, currency traders believed (correctly, it turns out) that
the price of the Mexican peso versus the US dollar would fall significantly if Trump were
elected. Based on this, the risk neutral probability of Trump’s election should have been lower
with pesos as the numéraire than with dollars as the numéraire. (Imagine the extreme case: if
it were known that Trump’s election would make pesos worthless, then the price — in pesos —
of a contract paying a peso if Trump were elected would be zero.)

Concluding remark: Congratulations on finishing (or at least reading to the end of) your
final problem set! Your problem sets and the remarks therein have briefly introduced you to
many topics: Powerball odds, Occam’s razor, hypothesis testing, the Doomsday argument,
p-values, Siegel’s paradox, subprime lending, modern portfolio theory, the capital asset pricing
model, idiosyncratic versus systemic risk, utility and risk aversion, Poisson bus inefficiency,
Gompertz mortality, radioactive decay and half life, Cohen’s d, clinical trials, open primary
voting, Pascal’s wager, infinite expectation paradoxes, correlation versus causation, the Kelly
strategy, least squares regression, regression to the mean, publication bias, relative entropy,
the Black-Scholes derivation, and the dependence of risk neutral probability on the numéraire.

Take a moment to review the problem sets and recall the stories you have forgotten. Topics
that appear only in problem sets (not in lecture notes or practice exams) are not likely to be
on your final. I nonetheless hope you review and retain at least some understanding of these
stories. You could not have understood them without the math you have learned, and
reviewing them may help you solidify your math skills and integrate probability into your
thinking about the world. I also hope some of you use probability to solve big problems: to
fundamentally improve our approach to science, medicine, criminal justice, economics,
engineering, and so forth. Failing that, I hope you’ll at least have fun with all of this.

Best of luck!
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